Instructions: We recommend that our students read at least 2 books per language and log these books, and any other books they read over the summer, on their Summer Reading Log. Students should bring their Summer Reading Logs to school with them on the first day. We have listed some recommendations and resources below for each language. Have a great summer!

English Recommended Reading:

Russell Wrestles the Relatives by Cindy Chambers Johnson; Daniel Duncan (Illustrator)
What Do You Do with a Voice Like That? by Chris Barton
Lucy and Andy Neanderthal by Jeffrey Brown
The Lemonade War by Jacqueline Davies
Ben Franklin’s in My Bathroom by Candace Fleming
I’m Just No Good at Rhyming and Other Nonsense for Mischievous Kids and Immature Grown-ups by Chris Harris

French Recommended Reading:

Here is the new EPIC summer reading list for CE2 French!

Spanish Recommended Reading:

Click here to access the Spanish EPIC! Summer Reading List
Spanish Audiobooks